GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract

IFS - TWO DAYS COMPULSORY TRAINING COURSE - DEPUTATION OF SRI.DEVEN德拉 KUMAR VERMA IFS (KL:86), ADDITIONAL PRINCIPAL CHIEF CONSERVATOR OF FORESTS (SPECIAL AFFORESTATION AND NODAL OFFICER), THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - EXPOST FACTO SANCTION ACCORDED - ORDERS ISSUED.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (SPECIAL C) DEPARTMENT


Read:- 1. G.O. (Rt.) No. 5566/2015/GAD dated 22.07.2015
2. Letter No: IFS II-413/2013 dated 14.08.2015 from the Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & Head of Forest Force, Kerala.

ORDER

In the circumstances reported by the Head of Forest Force, Kerala in the letter read as second paper above, expost facto sanction is accorded for the journey performed by Sri.Devendra Kumar Verma IFS (KL:86), Additional Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (Special Afforestation & Nodal Officer) on 10.08.2015 from Thiruvananthapuram to New Delhi for attending the meeting scheduled by the Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change, Government of India on 11.08.2015 at Room No.415, 4th Floor, Old CBI Building, Block 3, CGO Complex, New Delhi and also for his journey performed in the evening of 11.08.2015 from New Delhi to Kolkata for attending the Two Days Compulsory Training Workshop on 'Water Conservation through Rain Water Harvesting in Forested Catchment' scheduled at Regional Centre National Afforestation & Eco-Development Board, Kolkata on 12.08.2015 to 13.08.2015 and then back to Thiruvananthapuram from New Delhi.

2. The Government Order read as first paper above, is modified to the above extent.

(By Order of the Governor),

G.Sivaprasad
Additional Secretary to Government.

To

Sri. Devendra Kumar Verma IFS, Additional Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (Special Afforestation and Nodal Officer), Thiruvananthapuram.
The Principal Accountant General (Audit/A&E), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & Head of Forest Force, Kerala,
Forest Head Quarters, Thiruvananthapuram.
The General Administration (SC) Department.
The Web & New Media Division of I&PRD.

Copy to: The Principal Secretary to Chief Minister.
The Private Secretary to Chief Minister.
The Private Secretary to Minister (Forest, Environment, Transport, Sports&Cinema).
The P.A. to the Principal Secretary (Forests & Wildlife).
The Additional Secretary to Chief Secretary.
The CA to Additional Secretary, General Administration (Special A&C) Depts.
The Disposal leading to G.O.(Rt.) No. 5566/15/GAD dated 22.07.2015.

Stock File/Office Copy.

Forwarded/By Order

Section Officer